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Abstract. Flood is expressed as water overflowing onto the ground that usually is
dry or an increase of water that has a significant impact on human life and it is also
declared as one of the most usually natural phenomenon, causing severe financial
crisis to goods and properties as well as affecting human lives. However, preventing such floods would be useful to the inhabitants in order to get a sufficient time
to evacuate in the areas that might be possible floods can happen before the actual
floods happen. To address the issue of floods, many scholars’ proposed different
solutions such as developing prediction models and building a proper infrastructure. Nevertheless, these proposed solutions are not efficient from an economic
perspective in here, Somalia. Therefore, the key objective of this research paper
is to intend a new robust model which is a real-time flood detection system based
on Machine-Learning-algorithms; Random-Forest, Naïve-Bayes and J48 that can
detect water level and measure floods with possible humanitarian consequences
before they occur. The experimental results of this proposed method will be the
solution of forth mentioned problems and conduct research on how it can be easily simulate a novel way that detects water levels using hybrid model based on
Arduino with GSM modems. Based on the analysis, Random-Forest-algorithm
were outperformed other machine-learning-methods in-terms of accuracy over
other-classification with 98.7% accuracy in-comparison with 88.4% and 84.2 %
for NaiveBayes and J48 respectively. The proposed method has contribution to
the field of study by introducing a new way of preventing floods in the field of
Artificial, data mining.
Keywords: Machine learning · Naive Bayes · Random Forest · Artificial
intelligence · Data mining

1 Introduction
It’s well known that the ageing of natural disaster cannot be escaped however prealarming systems and proper managing can mitigate its severity to tackle this case. Most
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of the developed countries, meteorological department has flood-monitoring cell that
may not appropriately equipped with intelligent system and scalable flood alarming
system or some countries may not have that department including our country, Somalia.
As a result, people from areas that flood affected in the prone-areas are dealing with
the results of the flood every year [1]. In Somalia, the dangerous flash floods occurred
in Beledweine town of Hiran region last year had reported over 100,000 people have
been displaced [2 ]. Consequence to that also, River-flooding has so far an impact on
an estimated 62 0,000 people in Somalia as OCHA stated. More than around 2 13,800
of these people have been displaced and fled from their houses consequences of the
heavy rains that happened in Ethiopia that is received across the country to be affected,
especially in southern regions that is also Hiiran Region is among them, according to
the UNHCR-led Protection [3].
Increased rainwater since the beginning of May last year (2 019) has stated in a sharp
rise in water levels in Jubba and Shabelle rivers as result and this might lead to severe
flooding in central and southern regions of Somalia. According to the UNHCR-led, the
flood magnitude that occurred in Baladweyn last year is reported as the highest water
levels in history that occurred in that region as well as the whole regions in the country.
Moreover, according to data collected by humanitarian partners resulted that the current
flood levels exceed a 50 years return period as it has been affected more than 42 7,000
people and of these nearly 174,000 have been fled in their homes as a result of the flash
and river-flooding that occurred in Hirshabelle state [2 ].
According to (CMHC), these floods can occur at any time of the year and are most
often caused by heavy rainfall that may happen in Ethiopia that would cause then to
raise the level of Shabelle and Jubba rivers. Consequences to that would be many people
to evacuate and lost their houses. Hence in recent years, due to the rapid advent of
communication technologies, Global Positioning System know as (GPS) that equipped
with wireless devices and GSMs have been broadly deployed on various public and
private positions, generating huge amount of data that could be implemented to measure
water levels, locations, and so on, for fleet management [4].
In order to predict & detect flood, Machine learning applications can give valuable
solutions to tackle this phenomenon case. Moreover, it is another inevitable job to resist
devastation’s flood if there is possible method to inform population living around the area
through appropriate and properly way in real-time [1, 8]. To date, detecting variations of
water-levels in various of flood zone is widely utilized sensor technologies to share data
with inhabitants [9]. The purpose of this paper is to simulate a real-time Flood Detection
System based on Machine Learning that can detect water level and measure floods with
possible humanitarian consequences before they occur.
This paper is structured with five sections. The following section provides a background and related work of flood detection methods. The third section describes the
methodology in which this framework is to be implemented. The fourth section presents
the experiment design of the proposed framework. Finally, the fifth section presents a
result analyze, and its conclusion.
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2 Background and Related Work
There are many natural disasters around the globe, however floods are known that they
are the most critical, triggering huge damage to the human-life, infrastructure and agriculture [2 , 4]. Hence there must the use of some sort of machine learning algorithm.
Machine learning is one of the prominent fields in artificial intelligence that came from
the improvement of self-learning algorithms to get knowledge from that data so as to create the forecasts. In these days, the data are huge, and these data can be can be converted
into knowledge by using an algorithm which is the field of machine learning [5].
Machine learning gives a good effective option for taking the knowledge into data to
increasingly rise the forecast models’ performance and create decisions that came from
that data. Hence, the meaning of this research is if we desire to forecast the level of the
river in a particular place we can use a special ML algorithm with our past data and if it
is successfully recognized it, then it will do better prediction for future water levels [8].
Artificial-neural-networks, neuro-fuzzy are among the numerous ML algorithms that
were stated as effective in term of short and long for flood prediction and the following
subsequence explains each of these algortihms.
2.1 Artificial-Neural-Networks (ANNs)
Artificial-neural-networks are systems that have numerical model with a successful proficient parallel processing. Enabling them to imitate the utilization between neural units
and the biological neural network [5]. Among all ML-methods, ANNs are the most
important popular learning algorithm, known to be easily changed and effective inmodeling complex flood processes and it has a tolerance with a high fault also it brings
an accurate approximation [6]. If we compare convention statistical model to ANNs,
ANN approach was utilized with greater accuracy for the help of predictions. Since their
first time usage ANN In the 1990s, this algorithms is the most essential prevalent method
for flood prediction [7].
2.2 Adaptive-Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
The fuzzy-logic of Zadeh [4] could be some soft computing technique with a qualitatively
model technique using natural-language. It is also know that Fuzzy-logic is a basic
mathematical-model for calculation, which works on consolidating expert knowledge
into a fuzzy-inference system to able classification of different date. An FIS another
play actor for human-learning through an prediction function with less complexity of
computations, which gives good ability for nonlinear-modeling of extreme hydrological
events [6], especially flood ones.
2.3 Decision Tree (DT) and Ensemble-Prediction-Systems (EPSs)
The machine language strategy of decision tree is one of modeling predicative for suppliers with a thick application in stimulation-of-flood [8]. Decision tree uses branches
from tree of decisions that is high precision to the leaves those are the target ones. In
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classification-trees (CT), the last factorsin a decision-tree have a separate set of values
where leaves stand-for class-labels and branches on behalf of conjunctions of featureslabels [10, 15]. Meanwhile, a lot of language simulating machine alternatives were
showed flood simulating model having a very tough background [9, 12 ]. Hence, there is
a developing approach to vary from single form of prediction to an ensembleof models
which is fit for not many applications, cost, dataset [13, 16].

3 Proposed Methodology
As the research methodology gives a structure overview on the sequences of the follows.
The overall framework of this research work will be in different phases either it is
hardware or it is software development. It is known that a successful early forecasting
and flood warning system will benefit to the population as it acts as a first stage of initialaction for the victims in-terms of human effect suffering and infrastructures. While SMS
is an appropriate alert announcement tool that can distribute the data to the flood-victims
within particular area.
Hence, the first phase is to find out and select of scholarly information to acquire the
adequate knowledge required to carry out this research. The main source of information
and knowledge in this phase would be observing the river and data gathering from
river side community. An example of the adequate knowledge is asking the river side
community for the best place in the river that would be good for implementing this
proposed architecture.
Second phase is going to be the implementation phase. A water level sensor would be
putting in the river in order to get and send dynamic real-time-data to the flood-controldevice for mining purposes about the data. This sensor device has it is own function. It
will detect the water level that could be normal, above normal or a dangerous condition.
After data collected and converted from analog to digital, Machine learning algorithms
will be trained to decide if there is a critical condition or not. Random Forest, Naive
Bayes and J48 are the machine algorithms that would do the classification base on their
accoury.
Last Phase will be Data sharing phase. Data that has mined from different algorithms
will be transmitted to the core control unit (microcontroller PIC). PIC obtains the one
has high accurate in term of their classifiers. After the high accuracy data obtained, the
data can be monitored and controlled from anyplace in the region that is available GSM
service.
3.1 Experimental Design
The proposed framework architecture is designed to be a hybrid model based on machinelearning-algorithms with sort of hardware devices that would be able to detect water
levels. Data collected from water sensor would be transmitted to the main controller
which is (PIC Microcontroller).
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Software
In order to develop the forthmentioned system we decided to use a java Programming
language using Audio Platform and Weka for data mining. Java is a general-purposeprogramming language that has a few implementation dependencies as possible. It is
intended to let application developers write once, run anywhere.
Arduino Software was used as our IDE and is a cross-platform-application that is
written in the programming-language Java itself. It is used to write and upload programs
to Arduino compatible boards, but also, with the help of 3rd party cores, other vendor
development boards.
Hardware
In order to implement the system, a number of hardware devices were used. First GSMmodem and is a specialized type of modem which accepts a SIM-card, and operates over
a subscription to a mobile operator, just like a mobile phone used. When a GSM-modem
is connected to a computer, this allows the computer to use the GSM-modem to communicate over the mobile network. We most frequently used for sending and receiving SMS
messages. Secondly, water sensor is used which is an electronic device that is designed to
detect the presence of water for purposes such as to provide an alert in time to allow the
prevention of water damage. PIC16F877A is an Integrated-Circuit (IC) embedded in a
single chip and act as a voltage level converter. PIC16F877A is capable of converting 5V
TTL Logic level to TIA/EIA-2 32 -F level and can take up to ±30V input. It is normally
used for the communication between microcontroller and Laptop/PC.

Fig. 1. Proposed framework for flood detection

Figure1 demonstrates the whole process guide for software development and hardware of the proposed-design-architecture. One water-level-sensors have been epitomized
in order to offer a real-time information to the flood-control-center for processing dedications to be used lately. That sensor has special tasks. It will detect the normal level
of water signals, while it transfer data to the Microcontroller and then machine learning
algorithms will decide the decision of this data. Finally if there is a dangerous situation,
SMS message will come from the GSM SIM900.
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4 Results and Discussion
The anticipated model which is based on detecting the water level and training three
machine-learning-algorithms to measure the accuracy of the water level those are
Random-Forest-algorithm, NaiveBayes algorithm and J48 has implemented. As we mentioned, generally there are two key works done in this research: First using the Arduino
and GSM devices to detect as a real time from the river and collecting these data as a
dataset. Whereas second step to mining the collected data and be training these three
selected algorithms in order to know the water level accuracy that is improving the
accuracy performance of the flood detection methods.
In the following section, the experiment results and analysis is discussed to contain
all the forementioned key components: Arduino with GSM has successfully proved
its essential role in generating a good data collection tool. With the proper water level
parameters setting, it succeeds to achive a better-accuracy than the ordinary solution, such
as Sendo-sensor. The upcoming figures are the results that obtained from the algorithms.
Each table or figure is followed with additional description.

Fig. 2. Normal Water Level

As Fig. 2 demonstrates that the water level is a normal, however is it is also essential
to take consideration that flood warning is increasing (Red colour) while normal water
is opposide to that and dramaticily decreasing (Blue colour). Meanwhile, the three algorithms has no much different values in term of correct classified instances and incorrect
classified instances while the water level is normal.
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Fig. 3. Flood Water Level

However, as Fig. 3 shows us that water level is increased rapidly; we observed that
the three algorithms has different values in term of of correct classified instances and
incorrect classified instances. Based on the analyze we observed that the three machine
algorithms have different variations and the upcoming table will demonstrate classifier
output for their classifications as the upcoming tables will illustrate.
Table 1. Detected water level in term of the three algorithms
Parameters

Methods
Random Forest NaiveBayes J48

Correctly classified instances 98.7%

88.4%

84.2 %

Incorrect classified instance

2 2 .8%

2 .8%

2 .9%

Root mean squared error

0.0904

0.1387

0.1970

Total number of instances

1000

1000

1000

Table 1, needs to illustrate that our three experiments was conducted with imbalanced data that is the actual data that obtained from real flood from the Aurdinu device.
The Random Forest corrected classified Instance gained 98.7% using, whereas instance
of incorrect classified is 2 2 .8%. Secondly, NaiveBayes algorithm demonstrated betterresult than J48 algorithm. The accured classified illustrated 88.4%, while, Instances
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of incorrect-classified for this algorithm were 2 .8%. Moreover, 84.2 % of the correctclassified-Instances were achieved by applying J48 algorithm, whereas 6.9% incorrectclassified. The best result has achieved Random Forest compared other classifications with 98.7% for correct-classified-Instances, while, incorrect-classified-Instances
indicated only 2 2 .8% as mentioned before.
Table 2. Detected water level in term of accuracy by class
Method

Accuracy by class
True positive

True negative

Recall

Random Forest

0.989

0.004

0.976

NativeBayes

0.886

0.014

0.888

J48

0.842

0.02 1

0.842

Table 2 demonstrates the precision by class of-classifications. In order to increase
information benefit from the data collected from water levels, we trained a number of
machine learning methods to ascertain the appropriate techniques that could able to
produce great performance and also accuracy. Random Forest algorithm was achieved
high performance then other methods. Because of that Random Forest has gotten the
highest True Positive which is 0.989% whereas J48 got the lowest one which is 0.842 %.
Meanwhile, in term of True negative; Ramdom forest is achived the lowest negative
which 0.004% whereas J48 achieved the highest value for 0.02 1%.
In order to avoid over-fitting issues and generating easy to set constraints, Random Forest can deal with supervised learning algorithms and utilize a huge number of
decision-tree-models. Using this model will provide help and supports to those are living
around the river areas that always face many circumstances that are coming from the
rivers such as flooding.

5 Conclusions
Flood-detection systems have been developed for immediate response to the authority people before it happens. It will inform you the state of the current water-level by
using Aurdino-sensor-network, which will then provide SMS notification if there is
a dangerous situation through GSM modem. Three machine-learning-algorithms were
tested to classify data. It is an neglectable that Random-Forest-algorithm were outperformed other machine-learning-methods in-terms of accuracy over other-classification
with 98.7% accuracy comparerd with 88.4% using NaiveBayes algorithm that plays
an essential role. Furthermore, J48 achieved 84.2 % accuracy close to the NaiveBayes,
however it is slightly lower than that algorithm..
However, this proposed method can be further-improved or enhanced to achieve-todo more advanced technology and well applications that is capable for data mining in
the next phase of research. For future enhancement, this proposed architecture can be
advanced by adding by Video surveillance and GPS-module to track-the-equipment that
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installed in different-areas. Finally, clustering algorithms can be applied for machinelearning-algorithm in order to improve the results of proposed model.
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